Chapter: 3293
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

After painting the eyeshadow, Yang Ning turned his head with a smile
and said, “It doesn’t matter, I have to wear these things for a while. By
the way, did you help me contact the love show you mentioned
before?”
This was a variety show that Yang Ning had rejected before, but after
Yang Qingfeng’s accident, she suddenly wanted to join him on the
show to fry CP again.
This is only good for Yang Qingfeng, not bad, but for himself, he still
needs to worry about An Tianxiang.
She didn’t want to bear his wrath again, it was literally killing her.
Xiaodong put away the phone, nodded and said, “I have contacted, but
this time the other party refused. They seem to be very concerned
about Yang Qingfeng’s scandal and are afraid of negatively affecting
the show.”
This result was also expected by Yang Ning.
Now it’s not that others are begging her, but she is begging others.
When the roles change, the interests of the two have also changed.
“Wait a minute, you can call and say that Yang Qingfeng and I will
participate together, and our appearance fee will only be one-fourth.”
Regarding her conditions, Yang Ning was not very sure that the other
party would agree immediately, but she believed that the other party
knew that no matter how much negative news there was, she was the
most talked about among female stars, and Yang Qingfeng was the
most popular among male stars.
The chemical reaction of the combination of the two is believed to be a
person who does not understand casting, and also knows how to
choose.
“This is too little!” Xiaodong widened his eyes in astonishment,
obviously resisting this number. Originally talking about the price is
what the broker should do, and this price is too much lower than the
market price!
“It’s okay, I wasn’t interested in this show at all. I asked to participate
purely for the sake of helping Yang Qingfeng.”
Yang Ning didn’t care about the price at all. She looked at the makeup
she had done in the mirror and patted Xiaodong on the shoulder
comfortingly. She stopped talking and planned to go to the show.
This time is the second recording of “Run, Star”. After the first
episode was filmed and edited, it was already broadcast on TV.
After the show was broadcast, it caused a lot of repercussions. The
novel variety show themes obviously made young people feel very
fresh. The fire of the show was almost expected.
Yang Ning remembers that since the second issue, there has been a
tradition of inviting special guests, and the director has not yet
informed them who the guests are in this issue.
“Oh, it’s really bad luck, why did I see you again.”
Yang Ning had just walked out of the makeup studio when she saw
Yang Yue coming towards her. Before she could say anything, she was
snatched up by Yang Yue.
She tutted lightly and complained in her heart, this person is really a
dog, and he bites people faster than anyone else.
“Each each other, I also feel bad luck early in the morning, why did I
see you.”
The words were over, Yang Ning was too lazy to look at her, and
immediately bypassed her to go to the recording site. Yang Yue looked
at her back and wanted to continue chasing her and scolding her, but
Zheng Tao held her back, a pair of peach blossoms. Indifference in his
eyes.
Seeing this, Yang Yue could no longer be self-willed. She had no choice
but to restrain her anger and rush towards the recording site angrily.
“It seems that the guest of this issue is Yang Yue.”
Xiaodong looked around, and accidentally saw Yang Yue hid in the
studio quickly. She couldn’t help but leaned into Yang Ning’s ear and
reminded Yang Ning, her expression was obviously a little uneasy.
If Yang Yue was present, the filming would not have been too smooth,
no matter what.
“It’s alright, it doesn’t matter if she wants to target me, I’ve never been
afraid of her.” Yang Ning chuckled lightly, and Xiaodong was stunned
by the faint sarcasm.
But it’s only been a week since she hadn’t seen Yang Ning, why did she
feel that Yang Ning became more and more feminine. In the blink of
an eye, a calm and seductive coquettish demeanor made Yang Ning
look completely different.
However, Yang Ning on the side didn’t notice Xiaodong’s blank eyes.
She sat on the swivel chair and boredly watched the employees adjust
the equipment.

